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ABSTRACT

With more than 70 navigation satellites orbiting the Earth,
global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) users are fas-
cinated to use multiple constellations to enhance position-
ing availability, accuracy, integrity, continuity, and robust-
ness. As the Russian Global’naya Navigatsionnaya Sput-
nikovaya Sistema (GLONASS) has fully restored its con-
stellation, not only does a combination of GLONASS and
the Global Positioning System (GPS) attract ever-increasing
multi-constellation-based navigation applications, but it also
serves as a ready-made proving ground for various next-
generation multi-constellation GNSS integrity monitoring
systems. Although both GLONASS and GPS employ the
same concept of time-of-arrival positioning, GLONASS is
different from GPS in terms of constellation design, signal
modulation, ephemeris format, atomic frequency standards,
ground monitor facilities, etc. These differences may make
GLONASS show a different signal-in-space (SIS) behavior
from GPS. A thorough characterization of GLONASS SIS
errors helps the development of multi-constellation GNSS
integrity monitoring systems such as advanced receiver au-
tonomous integrity monitoring.

Broadcast ephemeris and clock errors are two dominant
factors in SIS user range errors (UREs). As an extension
of our previous paper on broadcast GLONASS ephemeris
errors, this paper introduces broadcast GLONASS clock
errors and focuses on resultant SIS UREs. Broadcast GLO-
NASS clocks are propagated from validated GLONASS
navigation messages, which are generated from all the GLO-
NASS navigation data logged by the International GNSS
Service (IGS) volunteer stations. Raw GLONASS clock
errors are derived from a comparison between broadcast
clocks with the precise clock solutions from three IGS Anal-



ysis Centers. Although the three solutions do not agree with
each other due to unknown time-variant common biases, we
overcome this difficulty via a clock alignment algorithm.
The ephemeris errors computed in our previous paper and
the aligned clock errors are combined into four metrics of
SIS user range errors (UREs). An outlier filter and a few
robust statistics techniques are used to cope with anomalous
satellite behaviors and data-logging errors.

We first analyze long-term stationarity of SIS URE perfor-
mance to determine the time span for the statistics. The
clock errors and SIS UREs in the last three years are then
characterized with respect to mean and standard deviation,
distribution, correlation among satellites, and geographic
dependency. The results show that 1) clock error behavior
dominate SIS URE behavior; 2) clock errors and SIS UREs
are usually biased and super Gaussian distributed; 3) SIS
UREs of different satellites are usually slightly correlated,
but the heavy tail of chi-square statistics may imply large
UREs occasionally occurring on several satellites simultane-
ously. These results indicate that the traditional independent,
zero-mean Gaussian assumptions for SIS UREs are too ideal.
In addition, due to limited geographic distribution of GLO-
NASS ground monitor stations, we observe that SIS URE
performance of a satellite is partially dependent on whether
the satellite is monitored.

INTRODUCTION

Besides the United States’ Global Positioning System (GPS),
the Russia’s Global’naya Navigatsionnaya Sputnikovaya
Sistema (GLONASS) is so far the only fully developed
global navigation satellite system (GNSS). At the time of
writing, the GLONASS constellation is full of 24 operational
satellites [1] and capable of practical global continuous nav-
igation [2]. The utilization of both GLONASS and GPS
constellations enhances positioning availability, accuracy,
integrity, continuity, and robustness with better satellite ge-
ometries and more redundant observation data, especially
for the mitigation of radio frequency interferences [3], the
navigation in high latitudes [4, 5], and the use of receiver
autonomous integrity monitoring (RAIM) [6, 7].

GLONASS employs the same concept as GPS, time-of-
arrival positioning, in which the measured distance from
a user receiver to at least four satellites in view as well
as the positions and clocks of these satellites are the pre-
requisites for the user receiver to fix its exact position [8].
For most users, real-time satellite positions and clocks are
derived from ephemeris parameters and clock correction
terms in broadcast navigation messages generated by the
control segment on the basis of a prediction model and the
measurements at several monitor stations [9, 10]. The dif-
ferences between the broadcast ephemerides/clocks and the

truth account for signal-in-space (SIS) errors, which are
mainly contributed by the errors due to the
• Space Segment, such as satellite acceleration uncer-

tainty, clock instability, satellite antenna variation
[11], and signal imperfection, and the errors due to
the

• Control Segment, such as estimation errors, predic-
tion errors, and curve fit errors in broadcast ephemeri-
des and clocks.

As one of the major error sources of pseudorange measure-
ment inaccuracy, SIS errors directly affect the positioning
accuracy and integrity. A thorough understanding of SIS
errors is important not only for assessing the general system
performance but also for developing the next generation
multi-constellation GNSS integrity monitoring system.

Usually, SIS performance are evaluated with respect to ac-
curacy and integrity. The SIS accuracy is mainly related
to nominal core SIS errors, whereas the integrity is mainly
related to anomalous tail SIS errors. For GPS, the nominal
SIS errors have been extensively studied in [12–17], and the
anomalous SIS errors have been studied in [15, 16, 18–22].
For GLONASS, although there have been some relevant
prior work [23–25], thorough studies on nominal and anoma-
lous SIS errors are of great need. Following our previous
paper on broadcast GLONASS ephemeris errors [26], this
paper includes broadcast GLONASS clock errors, and fo-
cuses on a thorough statistical characterization of nominal
GLONASS SIS errors.

In this paper, we employ a methodology similar to [17,
26]. Clock errors are computed by comparing broadcast
clocks with several versions of precise clocks. SIS user
range errors (UREs) are computed from the ephemeris errors
in [26] and the aligned clock errors. Both clock errors
and SIS UREs are then characterized with respect to long-
term stationarity, mean and standard deviation, distribution,
correlation among satellites, and geographic dependency.
For the rest of this paper, we start with a description of
the data sources. Then, we elaborate on the methodology.
Finally, we present the statistics of the GLONASS clock
errors and SIS errors over the past three years.

DATA SOURCES

Broadcast GLONASS clocks

Broadcast GLONASS navigation message data are pub-
licly available at International GNSS Service (IGS) [27],
archived in the Receiver Independent Exchange Format
(RINEX) [28]. These data include the immediate informa-
tion in the GLONASS broadcast navigation message [29]
such as reference time, clock correction, satellite position,
satellite velocity, lunisolar acceleration, and healthy flag.
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Figure 1. IGS GPS/GLONASS stations as of Jan 29, 2012
(adapted from http://igscb.jpl.nasa.gov)

Unfortunately, the RINEX format for GLONASS, unlike
that for the GPS, does not include URA, probably because
the old GLONASS satellites did not broadcast URA [29]
when the RINEX format was defined.

As shown in Figure 1, the IGS tracking network comprises
more than 100 GPS/GLONASS stations all over the world
to ensure seamless, redundant data logging. Since broadcast
navigation messages are usually updated every 30 minutes,
no single station can collect all of these navigation messages.
To save users’ effort, an IGS archive site, Crustal Dynam-
ics Data Information System (CDDIS), routinely generates
daily global combined broadcast navigation message data
files brdcddd0.yyg (or igexddd0.yyg before December
2004) [30]. Unfortunately, these files sometimes contain
errors due to accidental bad receiver data and various hard-
ware/software bugs, as described in [26]. Therefore, we
have devised and implemented a data cleansing algorithm
to generate our own daily global combined GLONASS nav-
igation messages, suglddd0.yyg1, from all available raw
navigation message data collected by all the IGS GPS/GLO-
NASS stations. In order to make suglddd0.yyg as close
as possible to the navigation messages that the GLONASS
satellites actually broadcast, the data cleansing algorithm
decides every value in a navigation message using majority
voting. Therefore, all values in suglddd0.yyg are cross-
validated. Accordingly, we refer to the suglddd0.yyg files
as “validated navigation messages.” The details of the data
cleansing algorithm will be discussed in [31].

Precise GLONASS clocks

Although IGS has provided GLONASS precise ephemerides
iglwwwwd.sp3 (or igxwwwwd.sp3 before December 2004)
since at least 1999, there are still no precise GLONASS
clocks available [32]. In fact, iglwwwwd.sp3 is a weighted-
mean combination of the independent solutions produced by

1The filename follows the convention of RINEX format. The prefix
sugl stands for Stanford University GPS Laboratory.

a number of IGS Analysis Centers (ACs). Each AC routinely
post-processes the observation data collected by some IGS
GPS/GLONASS stations using its own processing strategy.
The list below shows the IGS ACs’ products that contain at
least precise GLONASS ephemerides.

bkg2 GPS + GLONASS, w/o precise clocks, data available
till May 21, 2011

cod3 GPS + GLONASS, w/o precise clocks

emx4 GPS + GLONASS, w/ precise clocks, data available
since Sep 11, 2011

esa5 GPS + GLONASS, w/ precise clocks, data available
since Oct 18, 2008

gfz6 GPS + GLONASS, w/ precise clocks, data available
since Apr 11, 2010

grg7 GPS + GLONASS, w/o precise clocks, data available
since Jan 9, 2011

iac8 GLONASS only, w/ precise clocks

mcc9 GLONASS only, w/o precise clocks, for only a few
satellites

Among the eight products above, only four have precise
GLONASS clocks. We have computed clock errors using
these four versions of precise clocks, and Figure 2 shows
the clock errors of GLONASS-M 721 (PRN10 13) over the
last year. Apparently, the four versions of precise clocks
do not exactly agree with each other. This may be one of
the reasons why the iglwwwwd.sp3 files do not to include
precise GLONASS clocks.

However, as shown in Figure 3, a zoomed-in portion of
Figure 2 reveals that these precise clocks could agree with
each other if time-variant biases were removed.

Figure 4 further shows that, at any instant, the satellite clock
errors computed from esa or gfz precise clocks are all offset
by a common bias, while the clock errors computed from iac
precise clocks do not show obvious biases11. This feature
will help building a clock alignment algorithm to remove the

2Produced by Bundesamt fuer Kartographie und Geodaesie, Germany
3Produced by Center for Orbit Determination in Europe, AIUB, Switzer-

land
4Producer unknown
5Produced by European Space Operations Center, ESA, Germany
6Produced by GeoForschungsZentrum, Germany
7Produced by CNES/CLS/GRGS, France
8Produced by Information-Analytical Center, Russia
9Produced by Mission Control Center, Russia

10As GLONASS uses FDMA rather than CDMA, “PRN” in this paper
refers to orbit slot number.

11The comments in iacwwwwd.sp3 files claim “S/V clocks are aligned
to GPS & GLONASS time respectively using the broadcast ephemeris.”

http://igscb.jpl.nasa.gov
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Figure 2. GLONASS-M 721 (PRN 13) clock errors in 2011, com-
puted from esa, gfz, iac, and emx precise clocks. These
precise clocks do not agree with each other.
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Figure 3. GLONASS-M 721 (PRN 13) clock errors from Day 71
to 103 of 2011, computed from esa, gfz, and iac precise
clocks. These precise clocks could agree with each other
if time-variant biases were removed.
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Figure 4. Clock errors of all satellites at 00:00:00 on Jan 1, 2011,
computed from esa, gfz, and iac precise clocks. Com-
mon clock bias exists in esa and gfz precise clocks.

time-variant common biases. The clock alignment algorithm
will be discussed in details in the section “Methodology.”

METHODOLOGY

Figure 5 shows the framework of the whole process. Accord-
ing to the discussion in the section “Data Sources,” we firstly
use the data cleansing algorithm in [31] to vote validated
items from the raw broadcast ephemeris/clock data, and
then propagate them at 15-minute intervals synchronized to
the precise ephemerides/clocks [26]. The precise ephemer-
ides extracted from the iglwwwwd.sp3 files are converted
from satellite center of mass (CoM) to antenna phase cen-
ter (APC); the difference between the propagated broadcast
ephemerides and the precise ephemerides in APC are the
raw ephemeris errors in the Earth-Centered, Earth-Fixed
(ECEF) coordinate. The precise clocks extracted from the
esawwwwd.sp3, gfzwwwwd.sp3, and iacwwwwd.sp3 files
are compared with the propagated broadcast clocks; the
differences are three versions of raw clock errors. After
converting the ephemeris errors in the reference frame with
respect to the space vehicle and aligning the raw clock er-
rors, four metrics of SIS UREs can be computed and then
statistical characterized. The algorithms used in each step
will be discussed in the following subsections.

Broadcast ephemerides/clocks Precise ephemerides/clocks

Validated ephemerides/clocks Extract 15-minute XYZB

Propagate 15-minute XYZB CoM→ APC

�
Raw ephemeris errors in ECEF

Ephemeris errors in (R, A,C)

Raw clock errors

Aligned clock errors

SIS UREs

Statistical characterization

Figure 5. Framework of the whole process. XYZB values refer to
the coordinates of satellite position and satellite clock
bias.

Clock alignment

The analysis in the section “Data Sources” has implied that
• No obvious common clock biases exist in some pre-

cise clock products such as iacwwwwd.sp3;
• Common clock biases exist in some precise clock

products such as esawwwwd.sp3 and gfzwwwwd.sp3;
• Common clock biases vary with time.



Accordingly, we model the common clock biases as follows:

ClkErr1,iac = TrueClkErr1 + ε1,iac

...

ClkErr24,iac = TrueClkErr24 + ε24,iac

ClkErr1,esa = TrueClkErr1 + CommonBiasesa + ε1,esa

...

ClkErr24,esa = TrueClkErr24 + CommonBiasesa + ε24,esa

ClkErr1,gfz = TrueClkErr1 + CommonBiasgfz + ε1,gfz

...

ClkErr24,gfz = TrueClkErr24 + CommonBiasgfz + ε24,gfz

In the above equations, ClkErri,xxx is the clock error of PRN
i computed from precise clocks xxxwwwwd.sp3, TrueClkErri

is the true clock error of PRN i, CommonBiasxxx is the com-
mon clock bias of the precise clocks xxxwwwwd.sp3, and
εi,xxx is the fitting error in ClkErri,xxx. The known values in
the equations are marked in green, whereas the unknown
variables we are interested in are marked in red.

Obviously, this is a typical system of linear equations in the
n+m−1 unknown variables TrueClockErrori, CommonBiasesa,
and CommonBiasgfz, where n is the number of healthy satel-
lites at the instant, and m is number of available precise
clock products. Fortunately, this linear system is usually
overdetermined because the number of equations, mn, ex-
ceeds the number of unknown variables, n + m − 1.

Since outliers may exist in ClkErri,xxx due to either SIS
anomalies or accidental errors in precise clocks, we use a
robust multilinear regression to solve the overdetermined
linear system. This robust multilinear regression uses itera-
tively reweighted least squares [33] with a bisquare weight-
ing function [34]. Figure 6 (a) and (b) shows the solutions
of the common clock biases and the sigma estimate of the
fitting errors εi,xxx during the past three years, respectively.
One interesting phenomenon is that the esa precise clocks
changed its time reference twice, and the latter change re-
sulted in almost zero common clock biases but larger fitting
errors. Another interesting phenomenon is that gfz precise
clocks had a few spikes in the common clock biases, which
may imply some anomalies of their time reference.

SIS error metrics

The raw broadcast and precise GLONASS ephemerides are
in ECEF coordinate, so are the ephemeris errors. Greater in-
sight can be provided if the ephemeris errors are represented
in the reference frame with respect to the space vehicle:
R—radial, A—alongtrack, and C—crosstrack. Besides, we
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Figure 6. Common clock biases and sigma estimates of fitting
errors over the past three years.

use T to denote the aligned broadcast clock errors in meters.

For an arbitrary set of ephemeris and clock errors (R, A,C,T ),
GLONASS receivers at different locations on the Earth may
experience different SIS UREs. Accordingly, the following
four SIS error metrics are considered in this paper:
• Instantaneous SIS URE computed for 20 points spread

evenly on the earth, as shown in Figure 7;
• Global average rms SIS URE given by [26]√

(0.98R − T )2 + (A2 + C2)/45; (1)

Figure 7. Instantaneous UREs are computed for 20 points spread
evenly on the earth, which are derived from the vertices
of a regular dodecahedron.



• Orbit-error-only rms SIS UREO defined as√
(0.98R)2 + (A2 + C2)/45; (2)

• Worst-case SIS URE defined as

max
|θ|≤14.48◦

(R cos θ − T +
√

A2 + C2 sin θ), (3)

where max(x) maximizes |x| and return the corre-
sponding x.

Worst-case URE can be computed either numerically from
instantaneous UREs computed for a dense grid on the Earth
or analytically from (R, A,C,T ) [21, 35]. This paper uses
the latter way.

Outlier filter

Since this paper focuses on the nominal core GLONASS
SIS error behavior, the outliers due to residual data-logging
errors in suglddd0.yyg files or true SIS anomalies are un-
welcome to the statistics. In addition, the broadcast and the
precise ephemerides and clocks have some build-in features
to indicate “unhealthy” or “something happened”. There-
fore, the following outlier filters are used in this paper:
• Broadcast ephemerides and clocks: check health bits;
• Precise ephemerides and clocks: check event flags;
• Check if worst-case SIS URE greater than 50 meters,

where the fixed threshold of 50 meters is chosen for the
following two reasons.

First, the statistics of nominal GLONASS SIS URE behavior
in the section “Statistical Characterization” shows that the
standard deviation of SIS UREs are generally less than 4
meters and the kurtosis of SIS UREs is around 2. Therefore,
we can use 4 meters as the URA, and this value actually
matches the broadcast URA most of the time. Moreover, a
Student’s t-distributed random variable X with parameter
ν = 7 has a kurtosis of 2, and Prob(|X| > 11.2148) = 10−5.
Accordingly, a 10−5 anomaly rate leads to a threshold of
4 × 11.2148 ≈ 45 meters.

Second, the current GLONASS SIS UREs are roughly as
twice large as the GPS SIS UREs before 2008. GPS defined
a 30-meter threshold at that time [36]; similarly, a 60-meter
threshold may apply to current GLONASS SIS UREs.

Considering both factors above, we finally choose a 50-
meter threshold.

Robust statistics

Since SIS errors do not necessarily have a normal distribu-
tion, the traditional statistics such as mean, standard devia-
tion, and correlation coefficient may be affected by some ex-
treme samples. To cope with this problem, we use trimmed
mean (also referred to as truncated mean) to measure the

central tendency. A trimmed mean function meanα(·) is the
mean after discarding the samples at the 50α% high end and
50α% low end. Analogously, a trimmed standard deviation
function is defined as

stdα(X) =

√
meanα

(
(X −meanα(X))2). (4)

In fact, a trimmed mean is a compromise between a mean
and a median, and a trimmed standard deviation a compro-
mise between a standard deviation and a median absolute
deviation. In this paper, we use a small value α = 0.05, i.e.,
use 95% of the data, to make the bias of both estimators
small.

Normality metric

SIS errors are usually described or overbounded by a nor-
mal distribution. Hence, it is important to know how close
the real errors are to normally distributed. Popular statisti-
cal hypothesis tests of normality, such as Jarque-Bera test,
Shapiro-Wilk test, and Lilliefors test [37], usually reject the
null hypothesis that the SIS errors comes from a distribu-
tion in the normal family. Even worse, common software
implementations of these tests can seldom return a mean-
ingful p-value [38] to tell how far SIS error samples are
from normally distributed. Therefore, we use kurtosis to
quantify normality. Kurtosis (also known as excess kurtosis)
is defined as

γ(X) =
E(X − EX)4(
E(X − EX)2)2 − 3. (5)

A normal distribution has kurtosis γ = 0; a sub Gaussian
distribution with light tails usually has kurtosis γ < 0; a
super Gaussian distribution with heavy tails usually has
kurtosis γ > 0.

Since kurtosis involves 4th-order statistics, it relies on ex-
treme values but is vulnerable to statistical outliers. The
“trimmed” method, discarding a certain percent of extreme
samples, works well for estimating the mean and the stan-
dard deviation but introduces a significant bias for kurtosis.
Alternatively, we compute kurtosis after discarding the sam-
ples with the absolute value greater than 6 times interquartile
range. For a normal distribution, 6 times interquartile range
is approximately equal to 8-sigma, equivalent to 1.2× 10−15

tail probability. Because the sample size is less than 105 for
each satellite, this tail probability ensures that only statis-
tical outliers are discarded. This feature is important to a
correct kurtosis estimation.

STATISTICAL CHARACTERIZATION

Long-term stationarity

Our previous study has shown that the GLONASS ephem-
eris error performance was stationary over the past three



years for almost the whole constellation [26]. With counting
clock errors in, as shown in Figure 8, we found that the
assumption of long-term stationarity is still true, except for
GLONASS-M 729 and a few younger satellites. Therefore,
this paper considers all available data during the past three
years and the satellites active for at least one year in order
to provide sufficient samples for the statistics.
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Figure 8. Global-average rms URE in 2009, 2010, and 2011.

Mean and standard deviation

Although SIS errors are generally assumed to follow a zero
mean distribution, the reality may be different. Figure 9
plots the means of clock errors, instantaneous UREs, and
worse-case UREs with a comparison to their standard de-
viations. It can be seen that most satellites have significant
nonzero mean for their clock errors. For nearly a half of
the satellites, the clock errors are so strongly biased that the
mean of the clock errors is as large as the standard devia-
tion. This performance, although does not quite match the
GPS SIS performance [17], is much better than five years
ago [23].

Besides, Figure 9 shows a close similarity among clock
errors, instantaneous UREs, and worse-case UREs. This
is a telling example to demonstrate that clock performance
dominates SIS URE performance. In fact, this result is
expected because clock errors are usually much larger than
ephemeris errors [17, 26].

Distribution of SIS errors

In addition to mean and standard deviation, GLONASS
clock errors and SIS UREs are further characterized in terms
of distribution using the method described in the section
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Figure 9. Mean of clock errors, instantaneous UREs, and worse-
case UREs with a comparison to their standard devia-
tions. The red dots indicate the mean, and the blue bars
show the ± standard deviation.

“Methodology.” Figure 10 shows the sample kurtosis of
clock errors, instantaneous UREs, and worse-case UREs.
Clearly, super Gaussian distribution is very common for
clock errors and SIS UREs. About 4/5 satellites have γ > 1
and the average kurtosis of instantaneous UREs is approxi-
mately equal to 2.

For a more intuitive understanding of the distribution of
SIS UREs, Figure 11 shows the Q-Q plots of the instan-
taneous UREs of two satellites: GLONASS-M 731 and
GLONASS-M 732. The latter represents a typical super
Gaussian distribution, whereas the former represents an
atypical Gaussian distribution. We observed that not only
the SIS UREs of most satellites have very heavy tails, but
sometimes the distribution of the tails are also asymmetric.
In practice, a normal distribution with inflated sigma may
be used to overbound SIS UREs, or a more sophisticated
distribution [39] should be considered.
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(a) GLONASS-M 731 instantaneous UREs
(γ = −0.23, almost Gaussian, atypical)

(b) GLONASS-M 732 instantaneous UREs
(γ = 5.26, super Gaussian, typical)

Figure 11. Q-Q plots of the instantaneous UREs of GLONASS-M
731 and 732. Both satellites were launched at the same
time, are in the same orbital plane, and have been being
active for at least 600 days.

Correlation among satellites

In RAIM/ARAIM, one of the key assumptions is that large
UREs occur on several satellites simultaneously with very
low probability. In other words, for an arbitrary user on the
Earth, the correlation among the UREs of the satellites in
view is expected to be close to zero. With this assumption, if
UREs are close to normal distributed, then the sum of their
squares should be close to chi-square distributed. Therefore,
multiple satellite monitoring in RAIM/ARAIM requires [15]

S =

k∑
i=1

( IUREi − IURE
URAi

)2
≤ K2

prob = 50.2, (6)

where k is number of the satellites in view. Here we con-
sider only one case k = 8, which happened the most fre-
quently in last three years. Since the RINEX format for
GLONASS does not include URA, we replace the URA
in (6) by the sample standard deviations computed in the

subsection “Mean and standard deviation.”

Figure 12 plots S against the chi-square distribution with 7
degree of freedom (DoF) because the removal of the com-
mon clock error in (6) causes a loss of 1 DoF. The blue plus
signs are the S computed from the real SIS UREs. It looks
that the UREs of different satellites are highly correlated
because the blue plus signs are high above the blue dash-dot
line, which indicates the sum of squared Gaussian random
variables. However, the real UREs are not normally dis-
tributed, and the analysis in the subsection “Distribution of
SIS errors” has shown that they have an average kurtosis
of 2. Accordingly, we plot the green dots using the sum
of several squared Student’s t-distributed random variables
with parameter ν = 7. A Student’s t-distribution with ν = 7
has a kurtosis of 2, which can be seen as an approximation
of the distribution of SIS UREs. We tried the sum of 3
to 9 squared t-random variables, an the sum of 6 fits the
majority of the blue plus signs best, as shown in Figure 12.
Therefore, a possible quantification of the slight correlation
among UREs of different satellites is that the correlation
causes a loss of 1 degrees of freedom. Although the green
dots can match the blue plus signs in terms of the core be-
havior, the tail of blue plus signs are much greater than the
green dots. This is a strange phenomenon in comparison to
GPS, for which we could make the tail of blue plus signs
match the green dots [17]. One possible reason is that the
SIS UREs are biased, as shown in the subsection “Mean
and standard deviation,” and these biases have caused large
UREs occasionally occurring on several satellites simulta-
neously.
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Figure 12. Chi-square values of real SIS UREs (blue plus signs) in
comparison to uncorrelated Gaussian (blue dashed line)
and slightly correlated super Gausian (green dots).



Geographic dependency

While GPS has distributed its monitor stations worldwide
[10], GLONASS SIS still relies on a few monitor stations
within the Russian territory [9, 40]. Assuming zero-degree
mask angle, our calculation based on precise GLONASS
ephemeris data shows that on average it is only a 53%
chance for a GLONASS satellite to be in the view of at
least one of the monitor stations. As shown by the left plot
in Figure 13, the orbit-error-only SIS UREs show a consis-
tent geographic dependency: the UREs when the satellites
were monitored are about 0.1-meter less than those when the
satellites were unmonitored. However, as shown by the right
plot in Figure 13, with clock errors, the SIS UREs no longer
show such a consistent geographic dependency: for some
satellites like GLONASS-M 731 and 737, the UREs when
the satellites were monitored are about 1.5-meter less than
those when the satellites were unmonitored; for some satel-
lites like GLONASS-M 719 and 733, the UREs when the
satellites were monitored are about 0.4-meter greater than
those when the satellites were unmonitored. This paradox
may imply some irregular behavior of GLONASS onboard
clocks.
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Figure 13. Geographic dependency of GLONASS SIS UREs.

SUMMARY

In this paper, we characterized GLONASS broadcast clock
errors and SIS UREs over the past three years with respect
to long-term stationarity, mean and standard deviation, dis-
tribution, correlation among satellites, and geographic de-
pendency. The statistical characterization is based on the
broadcast and precise GLONASS ephemerides and clocks
from IGS. One of the contributions of this paper is a clock
alignment algorithm to generate correct clock errors from
precise clock solutions with unknown time-variant common
biases.

For the sake of solid statistics on nominal SIS behavior, this
paper considers only the satellites active for at least one year

and the healthy SIS that resulted in worst-case UREs less
than 50 meters. The statistics show that
• Except a few satellites, the GLONASS SIS URE per-

formance was stationary during the past three years;
• Clock errors dominate SIS URE behavior;
• Mean of clock errors and SIS UREs are nonzero for

most satellites, and even exceeds ±1 standard devia-
tion;

• Clock errors and SIS UREs have heavier tails than
Gaussian distribution for most satellites;

• UREs of different satellites are usually slightly cor-
related, but the heavy tail may imply large UREs
occasionally occurring on several satellites simultane-
ously;

• SIS URE performance, especially ephemeris error
performance is partially dependent on whether the
satellite is monitored.

Although the observed performance of the GLONASS SIS
does not quite match the observed performance of GPS
[17], the GLONASS SIS are accurate to the 1.5–4 meters
level, and the availability of these additional ranging sources
will be very beneficial to many multi-constellation GNSS
applications.
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